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Abstract—The feeling of presence is essential for efficient
interaction within Virtual Environments (VE). When a user is
fully immersed within a VE through a large display system such
as a big CAVETM, his feeling of presence can be altered because
of disturbing interactions with his physical environment, such as
collision with hardware parts of the system or loss of tracking.
This alteration can be avoided by taking into account the physical
features of the user and to embed them in the VE. Moreover, the
3D representation of these physical features can also be useful
for collaboration between distant users because they can make
a user aware of the physical limitations of the other users they
are collaborating with. In this paper we present how we use the
Immersive Interactive Virtual Cabin (IIVC) model to obtain this
virtual representation of the physical environment of the user
and we illustrate how it can be used to guide efficiently a user
for a navigation task in a VE.

I. INTRODUCTION

A 3D Virtual Environment (3D VE) is a virtual environment

where 3D objects are displayed to a user. A user of such

an environment is involved in a perception/action loop [1],

and the success of his interactions contributes to his feel-

ing of presence in the virtual environment [2]. Usually he

can interact with this virtual environment through dedicated

input devices. Chris Hand [3] proposes three categories of

interactions: navigation (the interaction with the viewpoint of

the user), manipulation of the virtual objects of the virtual

environment (object selection, object manipulation), and appli-

cation control (interaction with 3D widgets in order to change

some parameters of the virtual environment). This is very

similar to the four categories proposed by Bowman et al. [4]

where interaction with the objects of the world is explicitly

decomposed into selection and manipulation. Many efficient

interaction techniques have been developed in this area in the

past decade [5], and due to new 3D input devices and 3D

displays becoming widely available for everyone, research in

new 3D user interfaces is more relevant than ever [6]. When

an interactive 3D Virtual Environment is deployed upon an

immersive display system, such as a CAVETM [7], or a Head-

Mounted Display (HMD), or a workbench, or simply a big

screen, we talk about using Virtual Reality techniques in order

to explore this 3D Virtual Environment and interact with it.

A 3D Collaborative Virtual Environment (3D CVE) is an in-

teractive 3D virtual environment where several local or distant

users can join to share a collaborative interaction experience. It

can be considered as an infocommunication system, which can

be used for communication between users and between users

and (possibly remote) information. Object manipulation is a

fundamental tasks of 3D interaction in Virtual Reality (VR),

and collaborative manipulation of virtual objects by multiple

users is a very promising area [8]. Collaborative manipulation

of objects is indeed necessary in many different applications

of VR such as virtual prototyping, training simulations or

assembly and maintenance simulations [9]. In such virtual

collaborative tasks, all the users should participate naturally

and efficiently to the motion applied to the object manipulated

in the VE [10], [11]. Another common use of 3D CVE is

for virtual navigation: collaborative visits (museums, cultural

heritage, architectural/urban project reviews) or collaborative

games (cars races).

3D CVE intend to make the users not just remotely

communicate, but rather really interact together by sharing

interactions in the 3D virtual environment. These interactions

can happen on distinct objects, or on different parts of a same



object, or even on the same part (at the same time) of a shared

virtual object [12].

In this paper section II presents a state of the art about pro-

viding awareness to users of VE. Section III recalls the IIVC

concepts and how they can be used, while sections IV and V

illustrates these concepts through an example of design and

one example of implementation. Last, section VI concludes

and gives future trends for this topic.

II. AWARENESS IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

Embedding the user’s motion workspace into the virtual

environment offers the user an intuitive way to navigate by

moving his own body. It also makes it possible to manage

problems induced by the fact that the virtual world is often

larger than this workspace. For example, the 3DM graphical

modeler [13] enables a user to move on a “magic carpet”

which represents the boundaries of the tracking area, he can

perform real movements on the “magic carpet” to intuitively

perform interactions. For long-distance navigation, he can

also drive the “magic carpet” into the virtual world with a

specific tool. For natural walking in virtual worlds with a

restricted workspace, the “Magic Barrier Tape” [14] displays

the boundaries of the physical workspace as a virtual barrier

tape. It informs the user about the boundaries of his walking

workspace defined by the tracking area or the display devices.

Moreover, even if they do not display the user’s motion

workspace in the virtual environment, previous work about

natural walking also has to consider these workspaces to

prevent the user from colliding with the real environment or

leaving the tracking area [15], [16].

Within collaborative virtual environments, comprehension

problems can occur for users with different viewpoints on the

virtual world [17]. Even if they can see each other user’s

avatar, its position, and its orientation in the virtual world

as in CALVIN [18], users have difficulty in perceiving what

the others see, and more generally what they are doing and

what they can do. To overcome these perception problems,

Fraser et al. [17] explicitly outline each user’s view frustum

using a wireframe model. By extension, the spatial model of

interaction proposed by [19] can be seen as an interesting

approach to describe users’ multi-sensory perception. This

spatial model defines sensory focus and nimbus for each user.

The focus corresponds to the area in which a user has a sensory

perception of the other users or of the virtual objects. The

nimbus corresponds to the area in which the others have a

sensory perception of this user. Moreover, users carry their

focus and nimbus when they move in the virtual world.

To conclude, modeling users’ physical environment im-

proves user presence by matching the virtual world with

the real world and by providing an environment safe from

collisions or tracking problems. However, existing solutions do

not deal with the representation of these devices in the virtual

environment, and they can neither describe the spatial rela-

tionships between these physical devices, nor model the users’

physical workspace associated to each device. Other solutions

describe the organization of users’ physical environment by a

hierarchy of coordinate systems and introduce the notion of

workspace, but they do not consider the physical workspaces

of a user as explicit 3D volumes. So the notion of workspaces

introduced by Mulder et al. [20] must be generalized to all the

sensory workspaces and to various devices. This is why we

need a generic model that enables VR developers to embed

the users’ physical environment into the VE when designing

new applications, especially collaborative ones.

III. THE IIVC MODEL

We have proposed the Immersive Interactive Virtual Cabin

(IIVC) [21] in order to cope with these problems. The IIVC

is a generic solution that considers the users’ physical en-

vironment during the VR software design, its deployment

and its use. This solution provides a high-level model to

describe, configure and modify the users’ physical workspace

organization whatever the immersive devices used.

We propose to model the users’ physical environment as

a structured hierarchy of virtual workspaces. Here we will

focus mainly on the motion workspace (the area where a

user can move his body), the visual workspace (what the

user can see through and around a display device) and the

interaction workspace (the area where a user can interact).

We call stage the reference workspace of our hierarchy of

workspaces that depicts the real-world spatial relationships

between these workspaces.

The IIVC can be defined as an abstraction of the users’

physical environment in the virtual world. It enables develop-

ers to implement their VR software without considering the

physical devices used. For example, developers only have to

manage position, orientation and scale of each user’s IIVC

when they develop navigation techniques. In a second step,

each IIVC is configured with the features of each user’s

physical devices (size, shape, hierarchy of workspaces). The

IIVC is based on three main components: the workspace, the

stage, and the conveyor.

Fig. 1. The IIVC structure: the conveyor carries the stage with its workspaces

in the virtual world.

The stage is a virtual description of the users’ real environ-

ment. It usually matches the room where users interact, but it

is also the virtual space containing the virtual representations

of users’ workspaces. These workspaces are defined by the

features of the physical devices used. For example, motion

workspace limits are often defined by the boundaries of the



area in which users can move: position of the display devices

(such as in CAVETM [7] or a Reality Center) or limits of the

tracking area. These workspaces are organized in a hierarchy

of included 3D spaces into the stage. Each workspace has

its own 3D shape and its own coordinate system to locate

smaller workspaces or objects (real or virtual) that it contains.

The stage uses its own coordinate system to locate directly

or indirectly all the users’ workspaces and all the objects of

the IIVC. With this organization, the IIVC model is able to

deal with physical reconfiguration such as modifications of

workspace position and shape, additions of new screens or

other devices, etc.

The conveyor is the integration frame of the stage into the

virtual world. This conveyor is located in the virtual world

coordinate system, so it has its own position, orientation

and scale in this world. The stage is linked to the conveyor

with position, orientation, and scale offsets (see Figure 1).

The conveyor also defines the navigation technique, the travel

direction, the rotation center, and the scale of the IIVC. So

the stage, its workspaces and consequently the objects inside

the workspaces are carried by the conveyor when it moves or

changes its scale in the virtual world.

The conveyor is totally virtual, while the stage makes the

link between the real world and the virtual world. With this

splitting into two parts, we propose to define the limit of the

stage as the last physical level which cannot move during the

simulation. For example, in a CAVETM, the limit of the stage

will be the cube defined by the screen’s position.

Fig. 2. One user within his IIVC viewed by another user: we can see him,
his conveyor, his stage, his view frustum and his virtual ray.

Our model solves issues induced by collaborative sessions

with remote users who interact from different physical en-

vironments: it enables users to perform a more effective

collaboration by providing them a better understanding of the

others’ interaction capabilities, as it integrates users’ physical

workspaces and interaction tools in the virtual environment

(see Figure 2).

IV. EXAMPLE OF DESIGN OF A 3D CVE

For example, let’s consider the design of a collaborative

application where two distant users are going to share a co-

manipulation of a virtual table through a 3-point manipulation

technique. We will suppose that one user will use a big

immersive system and that his head and his two hands will be

tracked so that he will be able to use his two hands to drive

3D cursors (see Figure 3 (a)), while the other user will use a

desktop system and a 2D input device (such as a 2D mouse)

for driving a 3D ray and that his head will be tracked so that

his point of view will change when he will move in front of

his screen (see Figure 3 (b)).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) The first user in his big immersive system — (b) The second
user with his desktop system

Indeed, the designer of such a distributed and multi-user

application is facing several complex topics to meet its

requirements, here we will focus only on interaction and

collaboration: he must describe both the interactive content

of the virtual universe and the collaborative interaction tools

that will be used to drive this content, through dedicated new

collaboration metaphors able to give to the users the best

collaborative 3D interaction experience. Here, there will be

a table, two 3D cursors, a 3D ray, an avatar of the position of

the head of the first user, and an avatar of the position of the

head of the second user. The 3D cursors and the 3D ray will be

able to manipulate the table by using a 3-point manipulation

technique [22].

Moreover, he also should be able to integrate a represen-

tation of the run-time hardware components in the virtual

environment, to make the users aware of the limitations of

these components. It leads to the creation of new virtual

objects that must be added to the CVE: a representation of the

bounds of the tracking systems of each user, a representation

of the display surfaces of the first user, and a representation of

the field of view of the second user, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Although it is important to work on abstract interaction

and metaphors, indeed sometimes the hardware features of

the real environment of the users must be embedded in the

run-time VR application to take into account the physical

environment of the users, such as the size and the resolution

of the screens of a VR immersive system, as illustrated in

detailed in Figure 4.

V. IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE

Collaboration can provide a powerful technique for explo-

ration of large unknown virtual environments. It makes it

possible to support the exploring user to deal with lack of

spatial knowledge. Although Collaborative Virtual Environ-

ments (CVEs) have been developed to provide a framework
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Fig. 4. Modeling collaborative interaction in a CVE.

of information sharing and communication [23], [24], [25],

collaborative navigation task in such environments has not

been largely explored and only limited attention has been

devoted to evaluate its efficiency in navigation in VEs.

It is essential for navigation in a CVE to support commu-

nication between users because it is vital to understand what

the others are referring to. So the communication technique

for collaboration, especially for navigation in CVEs, should be

simple, intuitive, efficient and non-verbal (because users do not

always speak the same language). Based upon these points, our

primary motive was to develop guiding techniques enabling

helping users to guide an exploring user toward target places

in complex large-scale CVEs. We share this objective with the

organizers of the 3DUI Contest 2012 and its participants. As

navigation aids, some techniques had been proposed such as

“anchors” and a string of blue arrows that connects them or

directional arrows [26], [27], point light sources [28] or light

signal or beacons [29], [27], [30].

We have developed three guiding techniques in the form of

navigation aids (arrows, light source and compass) that would

enable one or several helping user(s) to guide an exploring

user who is traveling in an unfamiliar 3D VE efficiently.

A. Arrows

The first guiding technique that we propose is based on

directional arrows (see Figure 5) that are drawn in the view

of the helping users to indicate the direction or the path

that the exploring user has to follow. The helping users can

draw as many directional arrows of different sizes as they

want. However, so many directional arrows added within the

environment or too big arrows may affect the immersion of the

exploring user. As a result, the helping users have to determine

when, how and where to put directional arrows to guide

efficiently the exploring user. These arrows will disappear

after a while. So the helping users are recommended to draw

directional arrows within easy reach of the exploring user’s

visibility zone.

Fig. 5. Directional arrows in the exploring user’s and the helping user’s
views.

B. Light source

The second guiding technique is based on a light source

used as a beacon to light up a path to each target object (see

Figure 6). The exploring user cannot see the light source itself

but only its effect on objects within the environment. The light

source is attached to a support (a 3D object) that can only be

seen by a helping user. This helping user controls the light

source by moving its support with a 3D cursor and shows up

to the exploring user the path he must follow. It is important for

the helping user to estimate if the exploring user can perceive

the effect of the light on the environment.



Fig. 6. Light source in the exploring user’s and the helping user’s views.

C. Compass

The third guiding technique is based on a compass attached

to the position of the exploring user (with an offset), a typical

tool to navigate in VEs (see Figure 7). The compass does not

point directly to the target object location, but points to the

location of another virtual object that plays the role of the

“north” of this compass, and this object cannot be seen by

the exploring user. A helping user can control this “north”

by moving it with a 3D cursor, to show up to the exploring

user the path he must follow. So by moving the “north” of

the compass, a helping user can guide the exploring user to

pass across hallways, rooms, doors, etc. before reaching the

target position. It is thus a simple and powerful tool to guide

the exploring user in any VE.

Fig. 7. Compass in the exploring user’s and the helping user’s views.

D. The guiding viewpoints

To be able to use these three guiding techniques in an

efficient way, we built two principal kinds of views for our

helping user: a bird’s eye view (see the parts on the right of

Figures 5, 6 and 7) and a first-person perspective by “looking

over the exploring user’s shoulder” (just like a camera attached

to the shoulder of the exploring user) (see Figure 8). The

bird’s eye view can be considered as a 3D map or a World-

In-Miniature [31]. To be used efficiently, these views must

contain the 3D representation of some of the physical features

of the stage of the exploring user, especially the position of

his head which is used to build his virtual field of view. The

representation of this field of view is dynamically reshaped

while the user is moving inside his stage, and as this stage is

attached to the virtual conveyor used for navigation, this stage

moves with the conveyor, bringing with him the virtual field

of view of the exploring user.

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper we have explained why most Virtual Reality

(VR) systems must consider the users’ physical environment

to immerse these users in a virtual world and to make them

Fig. 8. A “looking over the exploring user’s shoulder” view of the helping
user.

aware of their interaction capabilities, which avoids disturbing

interactions with their physical environment that would alter

their feeling of presence. We propose to use the IIVC model

that enables VR developers to embed the users’ physical en-

vironment into the Virtual Environment (VE) when designing

new applications, especially collaborative ones. Moreover, the

3D representation of these physical features can also be useful

for collaboration between distant users because they can make

a user aware of the physical limitations of the other users

they are collaborating with. We have explained how to extract

the physical features of the real environment of a user in

order to embed them in the Virtual Environment and we

have illustrated how these features can be exploited for a

collaborative navigation task.

All these features are implemented in the Collaviz frame-

work [32] dedicated to Collaborative Virtual Reality, which is

available for all partners of the VISIONAIR1 project. Its im-

plementation of the IIVC model makes it easy to install in any

immersive system of this project, even if the partners prefer

to use specific 3D API for rendering, as its architecture makes

it possible to use several rendering engines [33]. Furthermore,

its collaborative capabilities [34] make it possible to deploy

collaborative applications between several VISIONAIR distant

sites. Collaborative experiments have already been conducted

between IRISA/INRIA Rennes (France) and University Col-

lege of London (UCL) (England) [35].

Frameworks for collaborative virtual environments are now

mature enough to allow researchers to focus on higher-level

description of collaboration rather than on low-level system

features. Establishing as automatically as possible a good

matching between the virtual environment and the physical

environment of the end-users is still a challenge and our

IIVC concept is a first answer to this problem. However,

describing all the components of an instance of the IIVC is

still a consequent programming work, and a Model Driven

Engineering (MDE) [36] approach would certainly be very

interesting, with a Domain Description language (DSL) for

describing the features of the physical environment and their

matching with virtual objects of the virtual universe.

Last, we still have to improve the collaboration between

distant users who are sharing a virtual environment, by propos-

1http://www.infra-visionair.eu/



ing more efficient metaphors for 3D collaborative interactions.

This topic is still very relevant: it was the main subject of

the 3DUI 2012 contest. We participated to this contest by

proposing some solutions based on the Collaviz framework

in order to enhance collaboration between two users [27] and

we will go on proposing new solutions dedicated to fully

immersive collaboration.
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